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Russian Antarctic stations and field bases are the main elements of the Russian Antarctic expedition 
(RAE) infrastructure where annual all-year and summering investigations are carried out. Intensive 

logic operations, which are indicative for them, demand special attention for questions of studying of 
hazardous hydrological and glaciological processes. The depressions of the surface of the ice sheet, 

which are caused by the floods (e.g. jökulhlaup), are considered to be the most destructive and 
catastrophic phenomenon in the Polar Regions. 

At the end of January 2017, roughly the same natural event took place in the Larsemann Hills 

region. The ice cauldron, which had the size of 183× 220 meters and was 43 meters in deep, was 
formed in the western part of the Dålk Glacier. The fragment of the route, which connected the 

Progress Station and the point of formation of logistic traverse to the Antarctic inland, was destroyed 
by the depression. The reasons of the formation and evolution of the dip remain questionable. 

According to primary assessments the triggered impulse, which caused its formation, was the 

outburst of the Boulder Lake. For the purpose of studying this hydrological system and acceptance 
or refutation of forwarded hypothesis, the complex hydrological, geophysical and glaciological 

research was accomplished during the field seasons of 2017-2019. It included the bathymetric 
surveys of lake, which were involved in flood formation, GPR surveys with a frequency of 75 MHz, 

150 MHz, 500 MHz and 900 MHz, and also self-potential method; installation of glaciological markers 

for the observation of the dynamics and ablation of the Dålk Glacier. 
According to GPR data and self-potential method data, the presence of tunnel from the Boulder Lake 

and connected lake «Ledyanoe» was found. This fact proves that these lakes cause the formation of 
flood outburst. On the way to Prydz Bay the stream was flowing on the surface but partly penetrated 

inside the glacier through the crevasses. The detected flooded areas in the region between the 
depression and system of lakes Boulder – «Ledyanoe» show this. The outflow channel from the dip 

was not found, so it is necessary to consider some hypothesis of its formation and further evolution. 

According to the first one, depression was formed as a result of outburst of the filled intraglacial 
cavity and flow channel was closed because of the fast flow glacier. Mathematical modelling of the 

dip formation demonstrates the flood volume estimated as 708,700 cub. m and maximal discharges 
about 140 cub. m/s. At the same time, the second hypothesis assumes that subsidence of the 

glacier surface was the consequence of the outburst of subglacial reservoir, where water streams 

were coming through the crevasses. Following the results of the recent research, it was concluded 
that formation of the depression had several stages and was more complicated than it had 
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